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The present invention relates to a signaling unit for 
tra?ic of motor vehicles and more "particularly to a traflic 
sign adapted to be installed at the street intersections 
which are not provided with normal traf?c red and green 
lights. = 
The general object of the present invention resides in 

the provision of a signaling unit of the character described 
which comprises in a single device and advantageously re 
places the stop signs and the street name indicating signals 
or panels as well as the signals indicating permitted direc 
tion of movements which are usually found at the four 
corners of the street intersections and in as many separate 
indicating panels. 
Another object of the present invention resides in the 

‘provision of a signaling unit of the character described 
which is illuminated from the inside and the indications 
of which are visible even at nght. 

Another object of the present invention resides in the 
provision of a signaling unit of the character described 
which is constructed in such a manner that the different 
indicating zones or areas are protected from rain, dust 
and snow, and also from direct sunlight, and require a 
minimum upkeep for maintaining the indications or 
signals in a completely visible condition. 

Still another object of the present invention resides in 
the provision of a signaling unit of the character described 
which is illuminated from the inside and Which is of such 
a construction that the lightbulb is easily accessible for 
replacement and the inside surfaces of the indicator panels 
can be easily cleaned and the panels replaced if broken. 
Yet another object of the present invention resides in 

the provision of a unit of the character described which 
illuminates the street zone immediately underneath the 
unit in order to illuminate the center of the street inter 
section. 
The foregoing and other objects of the present inven 

tion will become more apparent during the following dis 
closure and by referring to the drawings in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective View of a tra?ic sign in ac 

cordance with the invention. 
FIGURE 2 is a vertical cross-section of the unit, the 

lower part being also shown in open position in dot and 
dash lines. 
FIGURE 3 is a vertical partial section on an enlarged 

scale, of one side of the unit. 
Referring now more particularly to the drawings in 

which like reference characters indicate like elements 
throughout, the unit of the present invention comprises a 
cap 1, preferably made of sheet metal and having the 
shape of a pyramid with a square base, cap 1 being pro 
vided at the apex thereof with a rigid tube 2 which is 
secured to cap 1 and through which pass electric supply 
wires 3 which are connected to electric lighting means, 
such as ?uoroscent tube 4, disposed underneath cap 1. 
A box-shaped frame 5, which as a square shape in 

plan section, is pivoted to cap 1 by means of hinges 6 
which are secured to one side of frame 5 and to the cap 
1 under the marginal portion thereof at one side of the 
cap, whereby frame 5 may pivot as a unit between a hori 
zontal position indicated in full lines in FIGURE 2 and 
an open inclined position indicated in dot and dash lines 
in the same ?gure. Frame 5 is retained in closed position 
by means of bolts and nuts 7 with the bolts passing 
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through a protruding ?ange 8 secured to frame 5 and 
passing through the marginal portion of cap 1 on the side 
of the latter opposite hinges 6. 
Frame 5 comprises an upper part 9 and a lower part 

10, both parts being square in plan section but lower 
part 10 having a smaller size than upper part 9. Both 
parts 9 and 10 are connected to each other by means of a 
plate 11 which de?nes the marginal portion of the bottom 
of the part 9 whereby sides 12 of the lower part 10 are 
recessed inwardly with respect to sides 13 of part 9. Sides 
12 and 13 have substantially the same height. 

Plate 11 is opaque whereas sides 12 and 13 of parts 
10 and 9 respectively, are each constituted by a pair of 
open frames disposed one behind the other with a space 
therebetween for the insertion of translucent glass panes 
14 on which are inscribed the signaling indications such 
as shown at 15 and 16. Glass panes 14 may be removed 
from their holding frames by pulling on the same up 
wardly whenever it is desired to change the indications 
15 and 16. 
The lower part 10 has a bottom 17 which is down 

wardly inclined, having the form of a truncated pyramid 
in an inverted position and with a square base. Bottom 
17 is provided with a central opening 18 which is closed 
by a translucent glass pane 19 whereby light from tube 14 
is projected into the street surface. Glass pane 19 can 
be removed for cleaning or replacement. 
The indications inscribed on glass panes 14 of part 9 

are instructions for the drivers of the motor vehicles as to 
what manoeuvres are permitted and forbidden whereas 
the indication inscribed on the glass panes of the lower 
part 10 of the unit is the name of the cross street, the 
unit being suspended at the center of the street intersection. 
Thus each side of the unit faces automobiles coming from 
one of the four branches of the intercepting streets. The 
motor vehicle driver will read for example, as shown in 
FIGURE 1, that it is necessary to stop at the intersection 
and that the cross street is named “ONTARIO” and fur 
thermore that a left-turn is forbidden in accordance with 
the arrows at the ends of the stop sign. On the contrary 
the driver of the motor vehicle which comes from the 
cross street, that is who travels on “ONTARIO” street, 
will see at a glance that the cross street is named “OR 
LEANS” and that he has the right-of-way because panels 
20 have a green colour. However, this driver will also 
see that he is not permitted to make a left-turn but only a 
right-turn. If desired the panels indicating “stops” can 
be of a red colour. 
From the foregoing it is clear that the driver of a motor 

vehicle can see at a glance all the indications required re 
garding the manoeuvres to be effected and also names of 
the cross streets. The motor vehicle driver is not obliged 
to look at two, three or four different places to obtain 
all the information required at the intersection. 
The unit in accordance with the invention can be sus 

pended at the center of the street intersection by any 
desired means for example by means of a post located at 
one corner of the intersection and having a curved outer 
end portion which is directed towards the center of the 
intersection and to which tube 2 will be rigidly secured 
to prevent the unit from swinging in the Wind. 

Because the lettering on the glass panes and the colour 
of the glass panes are illuminated from the inside, these 
indications will remain clearly visible throughout the 
night and also throughout the day because during the 
period of sunlight, the marginal portion of cap 1 con 
stitutes a shield to prevent sunrays from directly falling 
unto the indications of part 9. Similarly because lower 
part 10 is recessed with respect to part 9, the indications 
carried thereby will also be protected against direct sun 
light. Also due to this arrangement, the sides of the 
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upper and lower part are completely protected from rain, 
snow and dust. The unit moreover has an attractive ap 
pearance. 

While a preferred embodiment in accordance with the 
present invention has been illustrated and described, it 
is understood that various modi?cations may be re 
sorted to without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. A traf?c signaling unit comprising a box shaped 

member adapted to be suspended at the center of a street 
intersection comprising a cap having a perimetral edge of 
substantially square shape, a box-shaped frame of square 
plan section hinged to said cap and positioned underneath 
and recessed inwardly relative to the same, means for 
retaining said frame in closed position with respect to 
said cap, lighting means underneath said cap and within 
said frame, said frame comprising an upper part and a 
lower part superposed one over the other, said lower 
part having smaller dimensions in plan section than said 
upper part whereby the sides of said lower part are 
recessed inwardly with respect to the corresponding sides 
of the upper part, the sides of the lower part having a 
height substantially equal to the height of the sides of the 
upper part, said sides of said parts having window open 
ings, translucent panes removably closing said openings, 
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the panes of one of said parts carrying indications of 
manoeuvres to be accomplished by motor vehicle drivers 
and the panes of the other of said parts indications of 
street names. 

2. A traf?c signaling unit as claimed in claim 1, Where‘ 
in said ?rst named indications are carried by the trans~ 
lucent panes of the upper part of said frame and the 
street name indications are carried by the translucent 
panes of the lower part of said frame. 

3. A traffic signaling unit as claimed in claim 1, where 
in said lower part has a bottom in the form of an inverted 
truncated pyramid having an aperture centrally thereof 
whereby the street surface of the centre of the street in 
tersection can be lighted by said same lighting means. 
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